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Business Analyst | How We Filter Information

As BAs we pride ourselves on our attention to detail, but what do we

attend to and what are we filtering out? We live in a world of Information

Overload. An incomprehensible amount of data is generated every

minute of every day, but humans can only process so much, we simply

have to filter most of

Business Analyst | The A to Z of Business Analysis

It is hard to answer this question directly, so let's consider some of the key

the elements and areas of concern that constitute business analysis. Let's

start with the basics. Analysis means to investigate or examine something

carefully in a methodical way. So to do analysis you need to pick an ...

Business Analyst | Impostor Syndrome: Business

Analysis Is NOT Just Common Sense

Impostor Syndrome seems to be particularly prevalent within the

Business Analysis community. It's time to consider why that might

be, and how we can overcome it together. Impostor syndrome is

characterised by: feeling like a fraud ("When are they going to

figure out I don't know what I'm doing?")

Business Analyst | Be a Better BA Through Reflective

Practice

In a world of constant input, so much to read, listen to and watch,

and so many people to learn from it seems almost impossible to

believe that we can learn from ourselves with no input. Are you really

allowing yourself to learn from your own actions and experiences?

Are you quick to judge your ...

Business Analyst | BEWARE: Analysis Kills Empathy

'When the analytic network is engaged, our ability to appreciate the

human cost of our action is repressed.' [1] Neurological studies have

shown that our brains have two completely separate networks that

deal with 'analytical thinking' and 'empathetic and social thinking', and

that these are ...
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